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The

Changing

Shape

and

Subject

of

Man

----A Reviewof ZhanWang'sSculpture

By Vi Ving
Zhan Wang's recent work took the form of installation when exhibited at the Gallery of the
Central Academy of Fine Art. The works were placed primarily in the back gallery, with lights
concentrated on the central sculptures. By contrast, the surrounding space seemed dark and .
even somewhat gloomy. From the front gallery one found oneself facing a frozen stage where
ghostly shadows drifted and struggled in the darkness. Taking the environment, the installation,
and the separate sculptures as a whole, one found that Zhan Wang had created a complex
language. Moreover, he strove to incorporate every element of this system into his creationthus making a break with convention. His new language includes technical procedure, figurative
modelling, installation construction, and environmental design. While traditional sculptural fonn
is of little significance in this system, it is upon the base of traditional sculptural subject matterthe human figure-that the sculptor has integrated different languages-traditional,

modem, real

and surreal-into a whole. Undoubtedly this exhibition has eliminated traditional sculptural fonn
and has broken into the frontiers of Chinese sculpture. Looking back on the course of Zhan
Wang's sculptural activity, one cannot help but ask: was it a profound subject that impelled the
aritst to investigate the surrealist environment of installtlon, or was It a gradual entry via the
course of a changing artistic language?
Zhan Wang's sculpture reflects a complex tendency common among certain academically
trained young Chinese artists who are concerned with artistic avant gardism. Sculptural training
in Chinese academies aims at three-dimensional reproduction of the human figure. This realistic
method-formed

on the traditional base of Western Humanism-became

ossified dogma after

Rodin, but nonetheless has become a technical resource deeply absorbed by Chinese sculpture
students. Zhan Wang's central contradiction and concern has been to combine. traditional
sculptural skills with modem sculptural concepts. If one supposes that his academic skill is a
constant, then the influence of contemporary art must then be the most important variable in his .
changing style. It Is in this process of change that the artist has broken tNi8y from the puzzle of
form. It is through the experience of reality that he has discovered a combination of technique
and subject matter. This is no longer a fonnalist process, but rather a process wherein the artist,
confronting society, expresses a new recongnitioo of human nature. And in the same way, this
changing recognition is not merely a result of formal exploration. but also a spiritual distUlatJon
realized through genuine tribulation and a kind of fission.

Zhan Wang began his sculptural education at the Central Academy of Fine Art in 1983. His
entire education took place during the period known as the "85 Movement". As a result his
education was double-edged: one side academic, one side the training received from various
sources on contemporary art. If the former is the common technical base shared by all Chinese
art school students, the latter is a set of concious choices made by the artist. His earty works
reflect a style of comprimise. These are largely influenced by Henry Moore and Mario Marini. At
the same time Zhan Wang intentionally absorbed Chinese traditional sculpture skills. In the earty
works, one already sees a reflection of his sensitivity to form. He strove to express, by formal
means, the modem condition and the lonely and confused spirit. In one sense, he expressed
these not from his own individual experience but from a certain common ground of modem art.
However, these works yet reflect his starting point, that is, the expression of the modem spirit
through the language of modem art. But, his limitation at this time was the lack of a deep
understanding of the modem spiritual condition-a

lack .brought about by his own lack of

experience in the world.
In 1991 at the "Art of the New Generation Exhibition", Zhan Wang's work relied completely on
a Pop Art language in the creation of "Sitting Girl". One can detect none of his previous concern
for abstraction. From a formal standpoint "Sitting Girl's" most important influence is Pop Art. At
this time, Pop style was current among the "New Generation" artist. Zhan Wang used this form
to combine the realism of his academic training with his personal understanding of modem art.
Even more important, this realism required the expression of a spiritual direction through
content, because form here is veiled by this same realism. From this perspective, the "Sitting
Gir1"is not only a work of hyper-realism, it expresses the confusion of a young girt facing the loss
of innocence, an expression realized through the artist's close proximity to lived experience.
Regardless of whether this title carries deep meaning, it yet reflects Zhan Wang's deep
feelings.This kind of emotion is derived from his direct experience of life.
Before completing this work, Zhan Wang and Zhang De Feng co-operated on the creation of a
series of important public works. Made specifically for the National Olympic Stadium in Beijing,
this group of works was entitled "Sidewalk" and consisted of five relaxed and bored young and
old men. The work is also in a Pop style. Several years later, at Shiftazhuang, Zhan Wang
completed another group of public sa.dptures entitled "Resting" (1993). During the same period,
the artist worked on several other"imcomplete pieces, in a style similarty derived from daily life,
such as "Falling Woman," "Rubber Necks," "Car Accident," among others. By emphasizing the
themes of Pop art and daily life one can find in these works a line of thought which has
influenced the important later wocts"Kong Ung Kong" and the "Seduction Series".
Is the transformation from "Silting Gir1" to "Kong Ling Kong" a necessary result of fonnal
research or a change in spirituai direction? Zhan Wang himself has no answer to this question.

3
Of interest is that his concern for Pop is a fonnal starting point. At the same time, this style is
not strictly a sort of modernist use of space, but moreso, a new explanation of realist sculpture.
Zhan Wang's hyper-realist sculpture from this period is unlike other Pop SCUlpturein that it is not
cast directly from the body but exploits academic modelling skills. Thereafter, the figure is
clothed in actual gannents. After casting the full figure in plaster, it is then re-cast in fibreglass.
In this way the clay and the clothing are incorporated, creating a life-like image. Superficially,
this is simply a technical process. but in actuality it is of conceptual interest and incorporates life
experience. While making public work he has never created heroes or famous figures. but rather
focussed on common people. such as a running child, or retired cadres. Taking the common
person as a sculptural theme, the artist reflects his concern for them, and a concern for the state
of human existence. "Sitting Girf' expresses the confusion of adolescence. As public sculpture,
"Sidewalk" in a vieled way expresses a type of boredom. From the outward appearance of such
figures as"The traveller," "Old Beijing Man, "Clerk Looking at His Watch," one cannot derive a
n

sense of life's meaning, only a feeling of the passage of life. We can suppose, if Zhan Wang
were to make a statement with this work it would be directed at the sense of existence.Once the
value of spiritual existence is losI, life becomes an empty, soul-less shell. This sort of obvious
tendency towards existentialism was already evident in his early works. Although eventually he
turned towards hyper-realism, he didn't completely abandon his skeptical sense of the value of
human life, and at the same time deepened this sense as he touched life more closely. That is to
say, his sense of existence, though orgina"y founded in self experience, through this period of
realist expression expanded to a degree wherein it encompassed life and society. But as this
sense became clear, strict copymg from reality simply had no way of expressing spirit, and in
creating "Kong Ling Kong," Zhan Wang turned in the direction of spirit.
Aside fom the relationship of spiritual content between "Kong Ling Kong" and ·Sidewalk".
there is also a natural progressioo in form between these works. The creation and process of
"Kong Ling Kong's" twisted bodies follow a similar method: first, figures are modelled in clay, and
are then dressed in actual clothes. The primary difference though. is that here the clay figure
does not constitute the final sculp(ure, but rather forms the foundation upon which canvas is
stretched to fonn a mold, over _ich

actual clothing will finally be fitted. Then the clothing is

painted, "aged," and dried, all fomling part of the final work. This complicated process and
technique enables Zhan Wang to completely open up his premediated and complicated
symbolism. In fad, for Zhan Wang. what is important is not technique but a whole sense of
meaning. This meaning consists of many levels: First is the level of theme and spirit. This
involves the state of existence and its meaning. The twisted souls of "Kong Ling Kong" struggle
in the dark space. Is it perhaps Ilis own direct experience of life, or is it perhaps a simple
metaphor and symbol for a method of spiritual life? This is the result of Zhan Wang's deeper

recognition of the state of ordinary life. Boredom is the outward expression of the numbed spirit,
the soul-less shell, in fact, it is an expression of invisible, twisted human emotion. Second, is the
structural level. That is, in a space originally devoid of meaning,

an imagined environment

is

designed in which these body-shells float. Or, as in the "Seduction Series," these same shells are
placed in a forest, demolition site, or other natural environment.
the former accords with a concern for symbolism
forces his way out of traditional sculptural

From the standpoint of meaning,

and installation.

It is here that Zhan Wang

form, and seeks a logical unity of installation

and

sculpture. For Zhan Wang the creation of form is not restricted to SCUlpture itself, but extends to
include an environmental
sculptural production.

"existence" for SCUlpture. The final level is that of technique,

In the same way that the installation's

kind of logical relationship,

so too the technique

namely, .

environment

and subject have a

and proces emphazise

the meaning of that

subject-the

emptied

out, clothed shells are not only a formal

embodiement

of the subject dependent on that form.

creation,

but are also an

From "Sitting Girt" to "Kong Ling Kong: we see not only a process of formal creation, but also
a spiritual

path. We cannot be certain, along this path, the extent of the influence

Wang's individual experience.

of Zhan

But from his direct vision of life to the profound excavation

human emotion and society, we can be certain that this is the distillation

of his own personal

spirit.
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